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Abstract—Developer documentation helps developers learn frameworks and libraries, yet developing and maintaining accurate documentation requires considerable effort and resources. Contributors who work on developer documentation often need to manually track all changes in the code, determine which changes are significant enough to document, and then, adapt the documentation. We propose AdDoc, a technique that automatically discovers documentation patterns, i.e., coherent sets of code elements that are documented together, and that reports violations of these patterns as the code and the documentation evolves. We evaluated our approach in a retrospective analysis of four Java open source projects and found that at least 50% of all the changes in the documentation were related to existing documentation patterns. Our technique allows contributors to quickly adapt existing documentation, so that they can focus their documentation effort on the new features.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Developers usually rely on libraries or application frameworks when building applications. Frameworks provide standardized and tested solutions to recurring design problems.

To use a framework, developers must learn many things such as the domain and design concepts behind the framework, how the concepts map to the implementation, and how to extend the framework. Various types of documents are available to help developers learn about frameworks, ranging from Application Programming Interface (API) reference documentation to tutorials and reference manuals.

In a previous study on the documentation process in open source projects, we observed that adapting the developer documentation to new releases of a project can become a significant challenge over time. Members of documentation teams reported that developers released undocumented code and that the documentation team was always struggling to properly cover the new features and adapt the existing documentation. This led to frustration for both documentation team members and users who were told about the changes in the code without an easy way to learn about them. This previous study considered developer documentation to include all manually crafted documents and excluded automatically generated documentation and reference documentation extracted from source code (e.g., using the Javadoc tool). We use the same definition in this article.
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Ideally, documentation should be comprehensive: significant removals, changes, and additions of features should be represented in the documentation. Because there are usually no explicit traceability links between documentation and the code, open source contributors must rely on manual methods to ensure that significant changes are not forgotten.

The Hibernate framework provides an example of clear divergence between an evolving framework and the corresponding reference manual. Between two major releases, developers of Hibernate added 5 661 new code elements, and deprecated 166 code elements (see Table 5). A code element is a publicly accessible software unit, as defined by the corresponding programming language. For example, in Java, a code element can be a package, a class, a method, or a field. When inspecting the Hibernate manual for these two releases, we found that only six of the 5 661 new code elements were documented. There were also 26 references to deprecated code elements, without any mention of the code elements that replaced the deprecated ones.

In previous work, we introduced RecoDoc, a technique that automatically identifies code-like terms in developer documentation. A code-like term is a word or a sequence of tokens that looks like a code element because it follows its naming convention or syntactic properties (e.g., CamelCase, parentheses, dot notation). RecoDoc links these code-like terms to code elements. For example, RecoDoc can identify that the expression save() in a sentence refers to the method org.hibernate.Session.save(). In this article, we report on AdDoc a recommendation system that leverages RecoDoc to (1) auto-

1. Unless otherwise specified, we use the term framework to refer to any reusable software artifacts including application frameworks, libraries, development toolkits, etc.

2. References to projects are presented in Table 9 at the end of the paper.

matically generate recommendations for recently-added framework elements that needs to be documented, and (2) identify references to deprecated or deleted code elements that need to be corrected. We implemented these new techniques in a recommendation system to facilitate their evaluation.

To recommend new code elements that should be documented, we propose to infer documentation patterns. A documentation pattern is a coherent set of code elements referenced by the documentation. For example, the section “Pessimistic locking” of the Hibernate 3.3.2 manual referred to most constants declared in the class LockMode. Knowing this documentation pattern is important because if a new constant in LockMode is added in the next release of Hibernate, we could recommend to document this new constant in section “Pessimistic locking”, because it matches the documentation pattern.

To identify references to deprecated or deleted code elements, we propose to compare the traceability links recovered between two releases of a manual. For example, Section “Pessimistic locking” of the Hibernate 3.3.2 manual mentions the code-like term lock() which refers to the method Session.lock(). This method was deprecated in Hibernate 3.5, but the manual still refers to the code-like term lock() without mentioning a non-deprecated replacement. We could thus recommend to correct this code reference in the section on locking.

We evaluated our recommendation system in three steps. First, we reviewed the documentation patterns inferred on four Java open source projects and determined that they were representative of real patterns. Then we performed a retrospective analysis on eight consecutive versions of the documentation of four open source projects and we found that our recommendation system could identify 50% of new code elements that were documented in further documentation versions. Finally, the main contributor of one of the analyzed open source projects reviewed our results and confirmed their accuracy while providing insightful comments on their potential use.

The contributions of this article include (1) the concept of documentation patterns, a technique to infer documentation patterns, and detailed data on the accuracy of documentation patterns on four open source projects, (2) AdDoc, a technique to recommend documentation adaptations with a retrospective analysis on the documentation of these four open source projects to evaluate the accuracy of the recommendations, and (3) the analyzed results of a case study with one open source contributor who evaluated both the documentation patterns and the recommendations.

In the remainder of this article, we present a motivating example showing all the steps of our technique: finding traceability links, inferring documentation patterns, and producing recommendations (Section 2). We then describe our strategies and algorithms to infer documentation patterns and produce recommendations (Section 3). We present the evaluation of our recommendation system in Section 4, with a retrospective analysis of the documentation of four Java open source target systems and a case study with an open source contributor. We discuss the related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 General Approach
To illustrate how we can recommend documentation improvements when the code evolves, let us take the example of the Joda Time library. Joda Time is a Java library that provides utility classes and methods to manipulate dates and times. In addition to the API reference documentation, the Joda Time project includes a manual with a user guide covering the main features of the library, as well as a number of specific pages covering a few selected features in depth.

Between versions 1.0 and 1.4, the developers of Joda Time added more than 15 classes and 800 members to the code, and they deprecated 20 members (see Table 5 in Section 4.2). We consider that a member is a public or protected field or method. Before releasing the code, the developers updated the documentation: at that point, they had to determine (1) which new code elements to document, (2) where to document these elements, and (3) which documentation sections had to be corrected due to the deprecated elements.

Some of the classes introduced in version 1.4 were part of a coherent set of code elements that were already documented in version 1.0. More precisely, the descendant classes of the interface ReadablePeriod were documented in the section “Using Periods in Joda-Time” on the page “Period” in version 1.0. In version 1.4, the developers of Joda Time created seven classes implementing ReadablePeriod. To keep the documentation consistent, the developers added a reference to these seven new classes in the appropriate section on the page “Period”. When there are numerous new code elements added as part of a release, finding which elements should be documented to keep the documentation consistent can be a tedious task.

Because the developers deprecated 20 members, they also had to correct the documentation by removing reference to these members or by recommending alternatives. For example, the method Chronology.getBuddhist() was deprecated, but it was referenced four times on two different pages (“User Guide” and “Buddhist calendar system”). The developers updated two of the four references to point to the new method BuddhistChronology.getInstance(), but the other two references were left uncorrected. In a large release, tracking which members were deleted and deprecated and whether they were mentioned in the documentation can be a time-consuming task.

4. Documenting before releasing major code changes is one of the three documentation workflows that we observed in our previous qualitative study.\[2\].
We propose a recommendation system that can analyze the documentation and the code of a software project and suggest documentation improvements when new code elements are added, deleted, or deprecated. To produce these recommendations, we complete five distinct tasks in sequence.

1. Retrieving Project Artifacts. We first retrieve the documentation and the code from various releases of a software project. We parse the artifacts and produce an instance of a Documentation Meta-Model. For example, we downloaded the documentation and the code of JodaTime 1.0 and 1.4, and we parsed the documentation to produce a model of pages, sections, and code snippets.

2. Inferring Traceability Links between Documentation and Code. We identify expressions that look like code elements in the documentation, and link them to code elements in a release. For example, the term `year()` in the documentation could be linked to the code element `DateTime.year()` in JodaTime 1.4.

3. Inferring Documentation Patterns. Using the fine-grained traceability links inferred in step 2, we find coherent sets of code elements documented in a particular release. For example, the section “Using Periods in JodaTime” in JodaTime 1.0 mentions the descendant (children) types of the interface `ReadablePeriod`. We call these sets of coherent code elements, documentation patterns.

4. Producing Addition Recommendations. We produce addition recommendations by identifying documentation patterns that grow between two releases. For example, in JodaTime 1.4, the number of non-abstract `ReadablePeriod` descendants went from two to seven. Because section “Using Periods in JodaTime” was referring to the `ReadablePeriod` descendants in JodaTime 1.0, we can recommend for this section to refer to the new descendants in JodaTime 1.4.

5. Producing Deletion Recommendations. Because we have a model of the code, we can also identify which code elements were deleted or deprecated between JodaTime 1.4 and 1.0. For example, we identified 20 deprecated members in the codebase of JodaTime 1.4, and we recommended to correct the 16 references to these deprecated members.

We perform the first two steps of our approach using RecoDoc, a documentation analysis tool that we presented in earlier work [3]. We implemented the last three steps in a new tool called AdDoc. We provide a brief summary of the first two steps in the remainder of this section and we present AdDoc in Section 3.

We devised both RecoDoc and AdDoc by studying the Spring Framework, a large and complex Java project. We wrote an initial prototype that analyzed various releases of the Spring Framework and once we were satisfied with the results, we wrote the current version of RecoDoc and AdDoc and evaluated them on four target systems.
Components project has two main documents: the HTTPClient and HTTPCore tutorials. Each document has a list of pages and each page has a list of sections. A section may be part of a larger section and the section hierarchy depth is unbounded. RecoDoc considers a documentation page to be equivalent to an HTML page, but this rule can be adapted for long, single-page documents where chapters or main sections would be considered to be pages. We assume that documentation authors make a conscious decision when they divide their documents into pages and sections, i.e., the content from different sections of the same page is more related than the content from sections of different pages.

We process documents with an extensible parser infrastructure: each format has its own parser and if the HTML of a document was written by hand, we create an appropriate parser.

Code-like Terms and Code Snippets. Documentation sections can refer to code-like terms and code snippets. A code-like term is a series of characters that matches a pattern associated with a code element kind (e.g., parentheses for methods, camel cases for classes). When multiple code-like terms are joined together, we keep that relationship. For example, in the expression TimeUnit.SECONDS, we say that TimeUnit is a parent of SECONDS. A code snippet is a small region of source code that can be further divided into a list of code-like terms. We use a specialized parser that infers missing types to parse code snippets into code-like terms.

2.2 Linking Documentation with Code

Given a project artifacts meta-model, the main challenge in linking code elements to code-like terms comes from the inherent ambiguity of unstructured natural language. For example, the user guide of the Joda Time library mentions in the middle of the Date fields section: "... such as year() or monthOfYear()". Although it is clear from this sentence fragment that a method named year is mentioned, there are 11 classes in Joda Time that declare a year method, and not all of them are in the same type hierarchy. In this case, a human reader would know that the term refers to DateTime.year() because the class DateTime is mentioned at the beginning of the section, i.e., in the context of the method year(). However, attempting to find the matching code element based on a textual search of the method name would fail. In fact, in the four open source projects we studied (see Section 4), we found that a text match would have failed to find the correct declaration of 89% of the methods mentioned in the learning resources because these methods were declared in multiple types.

Our link recovery process takes as input a collection of code-like terms. RecoDoc associates each code-like term with a kind (i.e., package, class, method and field) determined by the syntactic hints of the term (e.g., presence of parentheses). The code-like term is also associated with the other terms present in its context (e.g., the terms attached to it, the terms in the same documentation section, and the terms attached to the same documentation page). The output of the link recovery operation is a ranked list of code elements that are potentially referred to by each code-like term. Because a code-like term may match multiple code elements (e.g., the term year() may match multiple methods named year()), Figure 1 shows a many-to-many relationships between code-like terms and code elements.

Given a collection of code-like terms, we perform the following steps:

Step 1. Linking Types. Given a code-like term, we find all object types (classes and interfaces) in the codebase whose name matches the term. We use the fully qualified name if it is present in the term. Otherwise, we search for code elements using only the simple name.

Step 2. Disambiguating Types. A code-like term that refers to a type may be ambiguous if multiple types share the same simple name. When a type can be linked to multiple types from different packages, we count the number of types from each package mentioned in the same documentation section. If a package is mentioned more frequently, the type from that package is ranked first. Otherwise, we rank the types by increasing order of package depth: we assume that deep packages contain internal types that are less often discussed than types in shallow packages.

Step 3. Linking Members. Given a code-like term referring to a member (method or field), we find all code elements of the same kind that share the name of the term. For example, for the term add(), we find all methods named add() in the API. Then, the potential code elements go through a pipeline of filters that eliminate some elements or re-order the list of potential elements. Most filters rely on the terms mentioned in the context of the code-like terms to filter out the code elements.

Step 4. Linking Misclassified Terms. Our parser may occasionally misclassify code-like terms. For example, the term HTTP found in a tutorial we studied (Http-Client) may be classified as a field (e.g., Java constants are written in uppercase). Although there is no such field in the codebase, there is a type with that name (org.apache.http.protocol.HTTP).

In this step, we process all terms that were not linked to any code element in the previous steps. Then, we search for code elements of any kind that have the same name as the term. We group the potential code elements by their kind and we attempt to link them in the order they were processed in previous steps: types, methods, fields. The linking technique used is the same as in the previous steps (e.g., simple name matching for types).

We implemented the artifacts collection and linking techniques in RecoDoc and applied it to four open source systems. We found that our technique identified on average 96% of the code-like terms (recall) and linked these terms to the correct code element 96% of the time (precision).
2.3 Limitations

The adaptive maintenance of the documentation when a code element is deprecated and the addition of new code elements matching a pattern are only two examples of documentation modifications. As we found out in a previous qualitative study on developer documentation, there are many factors that motivate the decisions to document certain code elements and to ignore others. These factors are complex and subjective, and cannot all be systematically considered by a given tool. For example, open source contributors consider learnability, marketing, their own experience, writing style guidelines, and feedback from users when creating and maintaining the documentation [2, Section 4].

We chose to focus our effort on adapting the documentation to code evolution because code changes can be precisely detected, and must be reflected in the documentation. More over, systematically reviewing code changes and documentation to detect inconsistencies is a tedious, effort-intensive, low-creativity task and as such it is a good target for additional automated support.

3 RECOMMENDING DOCUMENTATION IMPROVEMENTS

We can suggest documentation additions and removals as a framework evolves by leveraging fine-grained traceability links recovered by RecDoc and by inferring documentation patterns from these links.

We first describe the concept of documentation patterns, then we explain how we infer these patterns, how we compute documentation addition recommendations, and how we compute documentation removal recommendations.

3.1 Documentation Patterns

The documentation of a framework sometimes systematically covers the code elements by following a documentation pattern, i.e., a coherent set of code elements that are mentioned in the documentation of a framework. We consider that a code element is covered when it is explicitly mentioned in a sentence or in a code snippet of the documentation.

We can think of a documentation pattern as a concern graph [6], which is a representation of program structures as a redundant extension (discrete set of code elements) and intension [7] (set of relations between the elements). Concern graphs provide a representation of a concern (e.g., a feature, a non-functional requirement) that is robust to the evolution of the underlying codebase because the relations captured by a concern intension can be used to compute a new extension when the code changes.

For example, Section 13.3 of the Spring Framework 3.1 documentation defines all the subclasses of the DataSource interface. The intension of this documentation pattern is thus “all concrete subclasses of DataSource”, and the extension would be {SmartDataSource, SingleConnectionDataSource, ...}.

To be able to capture documentation patterns in a variety of documents for different frameworks, the intensions must be sufficiently general. We observed three general kinds of intensions in the Spring Framework documentation. Some sections and pages of the documentation cover (1) code elements declared in another code element such as the classes declared in a package or the methods declared in a class, (2) code elements in the same hierarchy such as the classes extending another class, and (3) code elements with similar names such as all the code elements starting, ending, or containing a similar token. We expect to find these intensions in other projects as well because they were observed in prior code evolution research [9, 10].

3.2 Inferring Documentation Patterns

Given a codebase and a documentation release, we perform six steps to find documentation patterns:

Step 1. Computing Code Patterns. We compute all the possible code patterns in a codebase. A code pattern is a set of code elements structurally related by an intension. Intuitively, a documentation pattern is a code pattern whose elements are mentioned in the documentation.

For each code element $c$, we can compute code patterns generated from eight intension templates. An intension template is a parameterized intension formed by combining the three kinds of intensions we mentioned in Section 3.1:

1) The set of code elements declared by $c$.
2) The set of concrete code elements declared by $c$.
3) The set of code elements whose immediate parent is $c$ (i.e., elements extending $c$).
4) The set of concrete code elements whose immediate parent is $c$.
5) The set of code elements whose ancestor is $c$.
6) The set of concrete code elements whose ancestor is $c$.
7) The sets of code elements starting, ending, or containing a token in $c$’s name.
8) The sets of code elements declared by $c$ that start, end, or contain the same token.

A package can declare classes (e.g., package java.util declares the class java.util.ArrayList) and a class can declare methods and fields (e.g., the class java.util.ArrayList declares the method add(Object)). A class $Y$ is a parent of a class $X$ if $X$ inherits from $Y$. A class $Z$ is an ancestor of a class $X$ if $Y$ is a parent of $X$ and $Z$ is a parent or an ancestor of $Y$.

A concrete code element is a class that is not abstract (interface and annotations are considered abstract). Methods in interfaces and abstract methods are abstract.
This “concrete” subcategory is important because we observed that abstract classes are sometimes completely ignored by the documentation: in many cases only concrete classes are mentioned.

When we compute the sets of code elements sharing a token (intentions 7 and 8), we group the elements by their kind to avoid mixing elements of different granularity. For example, if two classes and two methods end with the same token, we compute two code patterns: one for the classes, and one for the methods.

Computing the code patterns is straightforward because all the necessary relationships are already encoded in our model (see Figure 1).

Although there are many code patterns, we expect that only a few of these patterns will be actually documented and that some of these patterns will overlap greatly.

Figure 2 shows an example of a codebase with five classes. If we assume that $C$ is the abstract class AbstractBean, then the following code patterns are computed with respect to $C$.

1) Code elements declared by AbstractBean: {getProperty, setProperty, readProperty, getFullName}.

2) Concrete code elements declared by AbstractBean: {readProperty, getFullName}.

3) Children of AbstractBean: {DefaultBean, DefaultAbstractBean}.

4) Concrete children of AbstractBean: {DefaultBean}.

5) Descendants of AbstractBean: {DefaultBean, DefaultAbstractBean, SpecialBean}.

6) Concrete descendants of AbstractBean: {DefaultBean, SpecialBean}.

7) Code elements ending with “Bean”: {DefaultBean, DefaultAbstractBean, SpecialBean, TestBean}.

8) Code elements declared by AbstractBean ending with “Property”: {getProperty, setProperty, readProperty}.

Code patterns that contain only one element are no longer considered by our algorithm. For example, the pattern “Concrete children of AbstractBean” is filtered out.

Step 2. Computing Code Pattern Coverage. Once we have determined the set of code patterns, we compute the coverage of each pattern in a documentation release. Given the links between code-like terms and code elements recovered by RecoDoc, we can compute how many elements in a pattern have been mentioned in a documentation release. At this point, we are not concerned with the localisation of the coverage: the elements of a pattern may be covered in different sections.

For each pattern, the output of this step is a value in the unit interval. This value indicates the proportion of code elements in a pattern that are mentioned in the documentation. This step also outputs the sections and pages mentioning each code element in the pattern.

Step 3. Filtering Patterns with Low Coverage. We expect that the documentation will only refer to a small subset of all the potential patterns. We eliminate any pattern whose coverage is below 50% because the intension of these patterns clearly does not match the intent of the documentation. We require the majority of the code elements to be mentioned in the documentation.

Step 4. Combining Patterns. After we have computed and filtered code patterns based on their coverage, we combine the redundant ones. We consider that two code patterns are redundant if one is a subset of the other and the relative difference in the size of their extension is within a certain percentage threshold. For example, in the Spring Framework, the code pattern “All classes extending ApplicationContext” and the pattern “All classes ending with the token Context” describe exactly the same code elements.

Algorithm 1 presents the main steps performed to combine patterns. We determined during early experimentation with the approach that a difference of 0.40 (40%) in the size of the extension of two code patterns enabled the combination of code patterns that have a similar number of identical code elements while preventing very general and very specific code patterns from being combined. For example, consider the two following patterns: (A) “All classes extending ApplicationContext” and (B) “All classes ending with the prefix Bean”. Although the second pattern is a subset of the first one, the second pattern is a lot more specific than the first pattern (smaller extension), so they describe different concepts and they should not be combined. We present in Section 4.1.3.a sensitivity analysis demonstrating the linear impact that the threshold has on the number of combined patterns. Figure 5 shows this linear impact on all four systems.

As we show in Algorithm 1, we start by sorting the patterns by the size of their extension in decreasing order. The initial sorting ensures that the groups of patterns are deterministic.

As part of the algorithm, once we have combined redundant code patterns, we select the most representative pattern within each group of redundant patterns, which
ALGORITHM 1: Combining Redundant Patterns

Input: List of code_patterns
Output: List of doc_patterns
patterns = sort_by_size(code_patterns, reverse=true); doc_patterns = {}; processed = {};
for i in [0 .. patterns.size-1] do
    pattern = patterns[i];
    if pattern in processed then
        continue;
    end
    add pattern to processed;
    combined_patterns = {pattern}
    for j in [i+1 .. patterns.size-1] do
        tpattern = patterns[j];
        if 1.0 - (tpattern.size / pattern.size) > THRESHOLD then
            break;
        end
        if tpattern ⊆ pattern then
            add tpattern to combined_patterns;
            add tpattern to processed;
        end
    end
    doc_pattern = select most representative pattern in combined_patterns;
    doc_pattern.patterns = combined_patterns;
    add doc_pattern to doc_patterns;
end
return doc_patterns;

becomes a documentation pattern:

1) Among the redundant code patterns, we select the pattern with the highest coverage.
2) If more than one pattern has the highest coverage, we select from these patterns the one with the highest number of code elements in its extension.
3) Finally, if more than one pattern has the highest coverage and the highest number of code elements in its extension, we select from these patterns the one with the most general intension, i.e., with the intension declared first in the list of intensions presented in the section “Computing Code Patterns”.

In summary, we select in order of importance the pattern (1) with an intension whose extension is well covered in the documentation, (2) that represents more code elements, and (3) that is the most general.

Step 5. Linking Documentation Patterns to Sections and Pages. We link each documentation pattern to the most fined-grained documentation unit that covered the code elements in the pattern. In this step, we determine whether the elements of a pattern are mainly covered in a single section, in many sections of the same page, or in the sections of many pages.

Algorithm 2 shows the main steps required to link a documentation pattern to a specific location in a documentation release. As shown in the algorithm, we consider that a documentation unit mainly covers a documentation pattern if the coverage in the documentation unit is more than 0.75 (COVERAGE_THRESHOLD) of the coverage of the extension of the pattern. A documentation unit is a section or a page. For example, if the eight code elements of a documentation pattern were covered in all sections of the documentation, but a section x covered seven of these elements, we would consider that section x mainly covered the pattern because its coverage, 0.875 (7/8), is superior to the threshold of 0.75.

The relatively high threshold, 0.75, enables the selection of documentation units that cover a large proportion of the documentation pattern while allowing these units to ignore uninteresting or redundant code elements in the pattern. We analyze the impact of this coverage threshold on the inferred locations in Section 4.4. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of the threshold on all four systems.

As the algorithm shows, a pattern may also be mainly covered in multiple locations. For example, if two sections in different pages each present most of the elements of the documentation pattern, our algorithm will link the pattern with these two distinct sections.

ALGORITHM 2: Linking Patterns to Sections and Pages

Input: doc_pattern, map_of_elements_per_section, map_of_elements_per_page
Output: locations
locations = list(); coverage = number of elements covered by doc_pattern;
for (elements, section) in map_of_elements_per_section do
    relative_coverage = number of elements / coverage;
    if relative_coverage > COVERAGE_THRESHOLD then
        add section to locations;
    end
end
if locations is not empty then
    return locations;
end
multi_pages = list();
for (elements, page) in map_of_elements_per_page do
    add page to multi_pages;
    relative_coverage = number of elements / coverage;
    if relative_coverage > COVERAGE_THRESHOLD then
        add page to locations;
    end
end
if locations is not empty then
    return locations;
else
    add multi_pages to locations;
return locations
end

3.3 Recommending documentation additions

Given the models of the API and the documentation generated by RecoDoc for each release of a framework, we propose to identify all the new code elements that fit an existing documentation pattern. We assume that if the documentation pattern is relevant, the new elements fitting the pattern are associated with a feature worth documenting and omitting these new elements would make the documentation less comprehensive.
In a previous example (see Section 3.1), we identified in Section 13.3 of the Spring manual a documentation pattern that covered all concrete subclasses of DataSource. If a new subclass of DataSource is added in the next release of the Spring Framework, we should recommend to mention this subclass in section 13.3. Such recommendations would help documentation maintainers by (1) ensuring that a new code element matching a previous documentation decision is not forgotten, and (2) speeding up the process of deciding whether a new code element should be documented.

The main limitation of recommending new code elements that fit existing documentation patterns is that we cannot recommend code elements that are part of a new documentation pattern. For example, a new category of features (cache abstraction) was added in Spring Framework 3.0. This new set of features required its own documentation page and it did not fit an existing documentation pattern because a new high-level package was introduced with many classes and annotations that did not inherit from existing classes.

We perform four steps to identify the new code elements in a release that should be mentioned in the documentation. These steps are based on the inference of documentation patterns as explained in Section 3.2. Recall that a code pattern is a coherent set of code elements with an intension and an extension, and that a documentation pattern is a set of redundant code patterns with high coverage in the documentation, which is represented by one code pattern.

For the purpose of recommending documentation additions, we combine high-coverage code patterns into documentation patterns only after we have identified patterns for both releases of the documentation.

**Step 1. Inferring Code Patterns.**
We reuse the process presented in Section 3.2 to detect code patterns with high coverage in two releases. Given two releases of a codebase, N and N+1, and the initial release of the documentation, N, we compute two collections of code patterns: one for codebase N with documentation N, and one for codebase N+1 with documentation N.

Code patterns in release N that have a coverage less than 50% are discarded because they are not considered to match the intent of the documentation.

We do not combine the code patterns into documentation patterns at this step to ease the matching of code patterns between the two releases (see next step).

**Step 2. Comparing Pattern Coverage.**
In this step, we match the code patterns from the releases N and N+1 based on their intension and we compare their coverage. We match code elements in the intension of code patterns by using their fully qualified name.

For example, the code pattern “all classes extending DataSource” contained 5 code elements in Spring Framework 2.0. Three of these elements were mentioned in the documentation of 2.0 (coverage = 60%). In the Spring Framework 3.0, the same pattern now contains eight elements and three of these elements are mentioned in the documentation of 2.0 (coverage = 37.5%).

From these numbers, we can infer that the coverage of this code pattern decreased and the documentation maintainer should probably document the new code elements.

In this example, we can match the code patterns in both releases because they have the same intension and they point to the same element. RecoDoc has linked the code-like term DataSource to the code element javax.sql.DataSource in both releases of the documentation.

We discard patterns whose coverage stays constant or increases (this can happen if the number of code elements in the pattern decreases in the new version) because they are not interesting for addition recommendations: we address removed code elements in Section 3.4.

We also discard code patterns that do not have a matching pattern in the previous or current version. For example, if the DataSource hierarchy had been deleted in release 3.0 of the Spring Framework, the initial code pattern would have been discarded.

Finally, we do not attempt to match intensions whose code elements have been renamed or moved between two releases. If the code element of an intension is renamed, the corresponding code pattern is discarded, but other redundant patterns might still be matched across the two releases. For example, if the code element javax.sql.DataSource is renamed to javax.sql.DataSource2 between two releases, we will not be able to match the code patterns we provided as an example. There might be though another intension that has not changed (e.g., all classes ending with the token Source) and that has a similar extension.

If the code elements in the extension of a code pattern are renamed, the coverage of the code pattern will decrease in the new release.

**Step 3. Computing Recommendations.**
For each code pattern whose coverage decreased between two releases, we produce a recommendation. Each recommendation contains three components:

1) The initial and new coverage. This indicates how representative the code pattern was and how much changes occurred between the two releases.
2) The new code elements that are part of the code pattern and that are not mentioned in the documentation.
3) The location of the pattern, which provides an indication to where the new code elements should be mentioned. We use Algorithm 2 presented in Section 3.2 to find the location of the pattern.

**Step 4. Combining Recommendations.**
Finally, we combine redundant recommendations that are a subset of a larger recommendation in Algorithm 3. This process is similar to Algorithm 1 with one key
difference: we select the recommendation with the most
new code elements instead of selecting the recommenda-
tion with the highest initial coverage because we want
the documentation maintainer to consider all potential
code elements.

ALGORITHM 3: Combining Redundant Recommendations
Input: List of redundant_recommendations
Output: List of final_recommendations
recommendations = sort_by_initial_coverage(  
redundant_recommendations, reverse=true);  
final_recommendations = {}; 
processed = {};  
for i in [0 .. recommendations.size-1] do  
recommendation = recommendations[i];  
if recommendation in processed then  
continue;  
add recommendation to processed; 
combined_recommendations = {pattern};  
for j in [i + 1 .. recommendations.size-1] do  
if recommendation \subseteq recommendation[j];  
add recommendation to combined_recommendations;  
ad add recommendation to processed;  
end  
recommendation.sub_recommendations =  
combined_recommendations; 
add recommendation to final_recommendations;  
end  
return final_recommendations;

3.4 Recommending documentation removals
Code elements may be removed, deprecated, or refac-
tored between releases and the documentation needs
to be updated accordingly. For example, a tutorial that
mentions a class that has been deprecated in the new
release could be updated by removing the reference to
the class and mentioning a more appropriate class.
Finding references to removed or deprecated code
elements in a document is straightforward with RecoDoc
as can be seen in Algorithm 1. We first recover the
set of links between the codebase at release M and the
documentation at release N. Then, for each code element
that was deprecated or deleted in the codebase between
release M and N, we produce a recommendation if the
code element is part of a link.

4 Evaluating documentation improvement recommendations
We evaluated the different steps of AdDoc on four open
source projects: Joda Time, HttpComponents, Hibernate,
and XStream. We selected the same four projects that
we used to evaluate RecoDoc, the tool that recovers the
fine-grained traceability links, because we demonstrated
that RecoDoc had a high accuracy on these projects and
therefore, it should not heavily influence the results of
our recommendation strategies.
The four open source systems are written in Java and
they vary in size, domain, and documentation style. Of
the four target systems, only Joda Time can be consid-
ered as involving exclusively the Java programming lan-
guage, i.e., the documentation only contains references
to the Java API. The other systems include reference to
other languages such as XML or SQL.
We first evaluate the accuracy of our documentation
pattern inference strategy. Then we evaluate the accuracy
of the documentation addition recommendations and
the documentation removal additions. Finally, we eval-
uate the documentation patterns and the recommender
system by asking a contributor from one of the target
systems to review our recommendations.

4.1 Evaluation of documentation patterns inference
We investigated whether the documentation of the four
open source systems contained documentation patterns
that matched the topics of documentation units (sections
and pages). Intuitively, for each documentation pattern,
we assessed whether each documentation unit linked
to a documentation pattern was genuinely describing
the code elements in the pattern, or whether the code
elements were present only by accident, e.g., because
they were needed to instantiate a more important code
element.
For example, the documentation pattern “all descend-
ants of DataSource” matches the topic of Section 13.3
in the Spring Framework (the title of this section is
“Controlling database connections”). In contrast, the
documentation pattern “all classes starting with URL”
covered in the page titled “Chapter 1. Fundamentals”
of the HttpClient manual, does not match the topic of
the page, which is about HTTP protocol concepts such
as requests and responses. The code elements in this
documentation pattern are used throughout the page to
support the construction of the more important objects (e.g., requests).

To provide background context for the qualitative assessment of the relevance of the detected documentation patterns, we answered four research questions:

1) How many documentation patterns can AdDoc find in documents? How representative are these patterns (coverage)?
2) What kinds of intensions are the most frequent? Are they all useful to find documentation patterns?
3) How are the patterns usually covered (sections, pages, multi-pages)?
4) How sensitive is our approach to the thresholds we selected?

We then focused on the more crucial question:

5) How meaningful are the patterns? Are the elements actually covered or are the patterns the real focus of the documentation units they are in?

**Question #1 - Generation of Patterns.** We executed all the steps presented in Section 3.2 on a release of the four open source projects. Table 1 shows for each project’s documentation (1) the number of code patterns generated, (2) the number of code patterns with a high coverage (> 50%), (3) the number of documentation patterns once the most representative high coverage code pattern has been selected, and (4) the average, standard deviation, and median of the coverage of the most representative pattern in each documentation project. For example, for the JodaTime documentation, AdDoc generated 3 120 code patterns, 103 of these patterns had a coverage higher than 50%, and after having combined the code patterns, AdDoc found 47 documentation patterns (1.5% of the code patterns). On average, the most representative pattern of the documentation patterns had a coverage of 81.9%.

As we expected, the number of documentation patterns is much lower than the number of code patterns and the code patterns that are mentioned in the documentation usually overlap with at least another code pattern. For example, in the JodaTime documentation, each documentation pattern came from the combination of 2.2 code patterns on average (103 divided by 47).

According to the coverage distribution, high coverage patterns exhibit a wide range of coverage, therefore accepting patterns with a coverage above a low threshold (50%) seemed necessary to yield enough patterns to study.

**Question #2 - Pattern Intensions.** Table 2 shows for each of the eight kinds of intensions (see Section 3.2) how many documentation patterns AdDoc detected in the documentation of the four target systems. For example, in HttpClient, AdDoc detected 32 documentation patterns that described code elements declared by another code element. The table only considers the intension of the most representative pattern for each documentation pattern.

The distribution of the documentation patterns is mostly consistent across the target systems. For example, the intension with the most documentation patterns in all target systems are code elements declared by another code element and sharing a common token. This particular intension is useful in identifying small sets of methods (e.g., all methods declared by `HttpClientConnection` and starting with the token “receive”). All intensions were used to identify at least one documentation pattern, which provide evidence that they all capture relations that actually exist in the documentation.

**Question #3 - Relationship between Patterns and Sections.** Table 3 shows for each document: (1) the number of documentation patterns located in a single section with the number of sections with at least one pattern in parentheses, (2) the number of patterns located on a single page with the number of pages with at least one pattern in parentheses, and (3) the number of patterns located in multiple pages. In Table 3, the single-page patterns add to the single-section patterns (which are by default single-page patterns), while the multi-page patterns consist of the rest of the patterns. Again, only the most representative pattern of each documentation pattern was considered.

For example, in the JodaTime documentation, AdDoc found 25 patterns that were mainly covered in a single section. Sixteen sections out of 125 in the Joda Time documentation covered such documentation patterns (one section can cover more than one pattern).

The documentation patterns were linked to different documentation units, which indicates that patterns can match topics at different levels of granularity. For example, the documentation pattern “All fields declared in ConnRoutePNames” was entirely covered by Section 2.4 “HTTP route parameters” in the HttpClient manual. In contrast, the documentation pattern “All classes declared in package hbm2ddl and starting with token Schema” represents multiple tools that are explained in a full page in the Hibernate Documentation (Chapter 21. Toolset Guide).

If we exclude the multi-page patterns, less than half of the sections and pages were linked to a documentation pattern. Although some sections do not refer to Java code elements and could not potentially be linked to a documentation pattern, we believe that more intensions, such as those taking into account call relationships, should be investigated in the future to cover more sections in the documentation.

**Question #4 - Sensitivity to thresholds.** AdDoc used two threshold values that could not be analytically justified and that were derived from early experimentation with the approach on the Spring Framework (THRESHOLD = 0.40 in Algorithm 1 and COVERAGE_-THRESHOLD = 0.75 in Algorithm 2).

The first threshold, 0.40, was used to combine redundant code patterns. In summary, for two patterns extensions $A_e$ and $B_e$ where $|A| > |B|$, we consider
that the corresponding patterns A and B are sufficiently different and can be kept distinct if $1.0 - \frac{|B|}{|A|} > 0.4$. Analytically, we can determine that a threshold of 0 would result in many, highly similar, patterns and a threshold of 1.00 would result in fewer documentation patterns.

We computed the number of documentation patterns produced when using different thresholds. As Figure 3 shows, there is an almost linear decrease in the number of documentation patterns as the threshold increases. Because we want to avoid combining patterns that are not related, but we also want to avoid generating too many similar recommendations, a threshold of 0.40 represents a good compromise, but could be modified by the users of AdDoc.

The second threshold we used, 0.75, was used to determine the location of a documentation pattern (section, page, multi-page). For example, a threshold of 0.75 requires that more than 75% of the elements in a documentation pattern must be in a section to consider that this pattern is located in this particular section.

Analytically, we can determine that a threshold of 0 will result in all patterns being located in many sections, and a threshold of 1.00 will require all code elements of a pattern to be in a section.

We computed the location of the documentation patterns when using thresholds from 0.50 to 1.00. Figure 4 shows the number of patterns that were located in a section when using different thresholds. The number of sections quickly stabilize when the threshold is between 0.70 and 0.80. The number of documentation patterns located on multiple pages follows an inverse relationship.

Although the four target systems were unrelated, the two thresholds had a similar impact on the results and we expect these results to hold on other systems. The goal of this sensitivity analysis was not to find the best thresholds for all systems, because the exact impact may vary slightly, but to make sure that the thresholds did not have unexpected effect on a particular system and that their impact was clearly understood.

**Question #5 - Relevance of Documentation Patterns.** Although we found that documentation patterns exist in the documentation of the four target systems, we wanted to evaluate qualitatively whether the extension of these patterns were described in the documentation units or whether they were mentioned together by accident or to support more important elements. We randomly selected 25 documentation patterns in each project and we manually inspected the sections and pages that covered their most representative pattern. We only inspected the most representative pattern because we consider all code patterns in a documentation pattern to be redundant: they cover the same subset of code elements and if we consider one pattern to be relevant, the other patterns should be relevant too. During our inspection, we assessed whether the coverage of each pattern was:

1) Meaningful and exclusive: the section or page covered the pattern and it was the main focus of the documentation unit. There was a sentence or a group of words that matched the intension of the pattern.

2) Meaningful, but shared: the section or page covered
Fig. 3. Sensitivity analysis on the effect of the threshold on the number of patterns after merging.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity analysis on the effect of the threshold on the localisation of documentation patterns.
the pattern, but there were also other patterns or elements that were covered by the documentation unit and that were as important as the pattern. There was a sentence or a group of words that matched the intension of the pattern (or a more general intension).

3) Supportive: the elements in the pattern were all related, but they were not the focus of the section and they appeared only to instantiate or contextualize the elements that were the focus of the documentation unit.

4) Accidental: there was nothing in the documentation unit that matched the intension of the pattern. The code elements were mentioned together by accident.

Table 4 shows for each document the number of sections, pages, and sets of pages that were covering the 25 patterns we randomly selected. Note that a pattern can be covered by more than one section (e.g., a tutorial section and a reference section can both discuss the code elements of a pattern), and a pattern can be covered in a set of pages (e.g., each subclass of a pattern can be discussed on its own page). The table then shows the categorization of the units. In the last column, the table shows the lowest coverage of all meaningful (shared or exclusive) patterns.

For example, in Joda Time, the 25 patterns that we randomly selected were discussed in 16 sections, 6 pages, and 7 sets of pages (multi-pages) for a total of 29 documentation units. Out of these 29 units, we judged that 6 had a meaningful coverage of the pattern and that the pattern was the sole focus of the section. 20 had a meaningful coverage of the pattern but these documentation units also focused on code elements that were not covered by a pattern. One unit covered the elements of a documentation pattern to support more important elements. Two units accidentally covered the elements of a documentation pattern. Some of the meaningful patterns had a coverage of 50% which provide evidence that a higher threshold to classify high coverage patterns would have eliminated these meaningful patterns.

Eighty-two percent (17.9% + 64.1%) of the documentation units covered a documentation pattern. This result provides evidence that our technique can identify with a relatively high precision the structural relationships (intensions) discussed in a documentation unit.

Exclusive and Meaningful Coverage. We found that when a documentation pattern involved all the constants in a class, the pattern was always the main focus of a section. For example, AdDoc identified the pattern “all fields in ExecutionContext” that was covered in Section 1.2 “HTTP Execution Context” of the HttpClient manual.

Although in the previous example, the section’s title and the intension shared a common name (ExecutionContext), this was not always the case. For instance, in Joda Time, AdDoc identified the documentation pattern “All methods declared in AbstractDateTime that starts with the prefix to” in section “JDK Interoperability”. Indeed, the methods toCalendar and toGregorianCalendar are the main interoperability points between Joda Time and the Java Standard Library.

A documentation pattern was rarely meaningfully covered by multiple pages (three exclusive and meaningful multi-page patterns out of 21), except when each page described a single element of the pattern. This was the case of the pattern “All descendants of AssembledChronology” in Joda Time. Each class of this pattern is presented in a single page (e.g., Islamic calendar system, Julian calendar system, etc.).

Shared and Meaningful Coverage. As shown in Table 4, most of the documentation patterns were not the sole focus of a documentation unit. In 18 documentation units (out of 75 shared and meaningful), we found that the documentation pattern was a proper subset of a larger documentation pattern, hence the incomplete coverage. For example, Section “Converters” of the XStream manual presented all the classes implementing the Converter interface, but our technique generated many subpatterns such as “all descendants of AbstractReflectionConverter”. These patterns are usually combined together unless the size of their extension differs greatly (see Section 3.2).

The other reason for shared coverage was when more than one distinct documentation pattern was mentioned in a documentation unit. For example, section 16.4 “Associations” in the Hibernate manual covered both the pattern “all methods of Restrictions that starts with the prefix eq” and “all methods of Criteria that ends with suffix alias”. Each documentation pattern, taken individually, incompletely covered the section.

Supportive. Only a few documentation patterns contained related code elements that were not the focus of the documentation units. For example, in the XStream manual, AdDoc identified the documentation pattern “all descendants of AbstractFilePersistenceStrategy”. Although the classes in this pattern were clearly related (FileStreamStrategy and FilePersistenceStrategy), they were covered by multiple pages for different reasons. The former was mentioned while discussing performance strategies and the latter was mentioned while discussing object conversion strategies.

Accidental. 12.8% of the documentation units we inspected accidentally covered a documentation pattern. This was the case of the pattern “All fields starting with prefix ignore” in the Hibernate manual. Although the two fields that matched this intension were covered by multiple pages, they were mentioned in different contexts and they had different meaning: CacheMode.IGNORE is about query caching while ReplicationMode.IGNORE is about replicating data between databases.

4.2 Recommender Evaluation

To objectively estimate the usefulness and accuracy of our recommendations, we performed a retrospective
4.3 Addition recommendations evaluation

AdDoc generated addition recommendations for each documentation release: our recommendation system computed a list of code patterns, compared their coverage, and indicated the patterns whose coverage had decreased. To evaluate the usefulness and accuracy of these recommendations, we were interested in answering these research questions:

1) How precise are the recommendations? Do the recommendations correctly identify new code elements that should be documented given the previous documentation choices?

2) How much of the documentation additions can be explained by documentation patterns? Why did our approach miss some documentation additions?

To answer the first research question, we evaluated our recommendations by manually inspecting the documentation releases that were published after the documentation release for which we generated the recommendations.

For example, AdDoc generated addition recommendations for the Joda Time 1.0 documentation based on the changes in the code between 1.0 and 1.4. We first inspected the documentation at version 1.0 to ensure that the links and documentation patterns inferred by AdDoc were accurate. We then manually inspected the documentation at version 1.4 to check if it mentioned the code elements that AdDoc had recommended. We looked at each section that had referred to an existing code element in the pattern. If we could not find the references to the new code elements, we inspected the next documentation releases (1.5, 1.6.2, and 2.0, the release on the web at the time of writing).

AdDoc also computed a list of links to new code elements that were introduced in each documentation release to address the second research question. We used this list to determine how many links to new code elements were explained by a documentation pattern and how many links we missed. We also used this list to make sure that our manual inspection did not miss any new links.

Table 7 shows the results of our inspection. The first part of the table, “Precision”, indicates how many recommendations were actually implemented in the new release of the documentation. Specifically, the column “Rec. Doc Patterns” shows the number of documentation
patterns that generated at least one recommendation for each release. The next column shows the number of documentation patterns for which at least one recommendation was implemented in the next release of the documentation. The column “Code Elem.” shows the number of new code elements that we recommended and the next column shows the number of these code elements that were actually mentioned in the next release.

The second part of the table, “Recall”, shows the number of new types and members (in existing types) that were mentioned in the newer documentation release and the number of these types and members that our recommendations covered.

For example, we found that between releases 1.0 and 1.4 of Joda Time four documentation patterns had a coverage that decreased. New code elements from three of these documentation patterns were mentioned in 1.4. In total, these four documentation patterns contained 21 new code elements and 15 of these code elements were mentioned in the 1.4 release. Between 1.0 and 1.4, the documentation added one or more reference to 13 types and 6 members: 13 of these types and two of these members were covered by our recommendations.

In Hibernate and XStream (annotated with a star in Table 7), we found documented code elements from our recommendations in a documentation release that was not immediately following the code release. For example, in XStream 1.1.3-1.2.2, AdDoc recommended to document the class `XMLArrayList`, but it was documented only in 1.3.1 instead of 1.2.2. In Table 7 we report that 9 recommended code elements were correct (precision over all future releases), but that we only recommended

### Table 5: Evolution of codebase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joda</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>3120</td>
<td>3937</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>3937</td>
<td>3974</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6.2</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>3974</td>
<td>3991</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient</td>
<td>4.0.1</td>
<td>4.1.1</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>4066</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>3.3.2</td>
<td>3.5.5</td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>2124</td>
<td>12860</td>
<td>17724</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream</td>
<td>1.0.2</td>
<td>1.1.3</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream</td>
<td>1.1.3</td>
<td>1.2.2</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream</td>
<td>1.2.2</td>
<td>1.3.1</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Evolution of documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Release Old</th>
<th>Release New</th>
<th>Pages Old</th>
<th>Pages New</th>
<th>Sections Old</th>
<th>Sections New</th>
<th>Links Old</th>
<th>Links New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joda</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient</td>
<td>4.0.1</td>
<td>4.1.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>1302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>3.3.2</td>
<td>3.5.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream</td>
<td>1.0.2</td>
<td>1.1.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream</td>
<td>1.1.3</td>
<td>1.2.2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream</td>
<td>1.2.2</td>
<td>1.3.1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Evaluation of Documentation Patterns Recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joda 1.0-1.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda 1.4-1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda 1.5-1.6.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient 4.0.1-4.1.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate 3.3.2-3.5.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream 1.0.2-1.1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream 1.1.3-1.2.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream 1.2.2-1.3.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 of the 9 new types in release 1.2.2 (recall on the release 1.2.2 only). In total, we found 5 recommendations in future documentation releases of Hibernate and 2 recommendations in future releases of XStream.

**Precision of Recommendations.** Considering that the releases we studied introduced 7865 new members and 1116 new types, the 46 recommendations (for a total of 162 recommended code elements) of AdDoc clearly represents an improvement over manually reviewing each code addition. Moreover, because our evaluation strategy was conservative, the low precision of our recommendations (29 / 46 = 63%) represents a lower bound on the accuracy of our technique.

Our recommendations were particularly accurate when they concerned types, and when the intension of the documentation pattern was not related to a common token. For example, for Joda Time 1.0, AdDoc found the multi-page documentation pattern “all descendants of BaseChronology” and it correctly recommended to document the new members of this pattern (IslamicChronology, EthiopticChronology, etc.) in release 1.4: when manually reviewing release 1.4, we found that the documentation maintainer had created a new page for these new classes.

In HttpClient 4.0.1, AdDoc found the single-section documentation pattern “All classes declared in the http-conn.scheme package” and it correctly recommended to document the new classes in this package (e.g., LayeredSchemeSocketFactory) in release 4.1.1.

AdDoc was also accurate when it detected a documentation pattern related to constants. For example, in XStream 1.1.3, AdDoc found the pattern “All fields (constants) declared in the XStream class” and it correctly recommended to document the new constants in 1.2.2.

AdDoc correctly recommended methods associated with a token. For example, in Joda Time 1.0, AdDoc found the single-page documentation pattern “All methods declared in DateTime and ending with the token Year” and correctly recommended to document the three new members in release 1.4.

Regarding the false positives, AdDoc found nine documentation patterns whose extension in future releases were related to internal implementation. For example, in Hibernate 3.3.2, AdDoc found the pattern “All non-abstract classes in package org.hibernate.stat”. These classes were refactored in 3.5.5 and an interface was extracted for each of these classes. AdDoc recommended to document all the new non-abstract classes in 3.5.5 (e.g., QueryStatisticsImpl), but because these classes were now part of the internal implementation, they were not documented and the recommendation was incorrect.

We observed only two documentation patterns inferred by AdDoc that were spurious (e.g., “All classes starting with X” in XStream 1.2.2). Unsurprisingly, the recommendations from these patterns were incorrect.

Finally, we found that six inferred documentation patterns and their resulting recommendations made sense but were not implemented by the documentation maintainers. For example, in HttpClient, AdDoc recommended to document the class CookieRestrictionViolationException because it was part of the documentation pattern “All classes declared in org.apache.http.cookie and starting with Cookie”. Although the documentation discusses policies and cookie validation, it never mentions that HttpClient can throw exceptions, which is not a good documentation practice [10].

**Examination of False Negatives.** We found that 90 (46 + 44) new types and members had been documented in the documentation release following a code release. Documentation patterns inferred by AdDoc covered 50% (35 + 10 / 90) of these new types and members. In other words, 50% of the new types and members documented in the new release were not recommended by AdDoc (false negatives).

We manually inspected the documentation of these false negatives and we found that five types (out of 11 not recommended by AdDoc) and three methods (out of 34) were added together in a section. They were part of a new documentation pattern that did not exist in the previous release. The other types and members were added in isolation of each other and were not part of any documentation pattern we could find.

Because there are many factors influencing the documentation decisions of a contributor, AdDoc focused on ensuring that new code elements matching an existing documentation pattern would be recommended. We did not find evidence that we missed such a recommendation in the seven documentation releases we studied.

### 4.4 Removal recommendations evaluation

For each project release, AdDoc computed the list of code elements that had been deprecated or deleted and automatically produced a recommendation when these elements were mentioned in the documentation. For each recommendation, we inspected the next documentation releases to check if these references to deprecated or removed elements had been corrected. We conservatively considered that the documentation had addressed the deletion or deprecation of a code element if it: (1) referred to a new replacing element, (2) it mentioned that the element had been deprecated, or (3) it no longer mentioned the element.

We also compared AdDoc with a traditional textual search tool (grep). For each deprecated class, we performed a case-sensitive search of the class name (e.g., “TimeOfDay”) in the documentation. For each deprecated method, we performed two case sensitive search: one with the name of the method, and one with the opening parenthesis (e.g., “getISO()”). Because the first search (without the opening parenthesis) yielded hundreds of false positives, we only kept the second search for comparison.

Finally, we performed a case insensitive search and we manually inspected the results to determine the number of references to deprecated code elements.
Table 8 shows the results of our inspection for each release. The “Deprecated Code Ele.” column shows the number of deprecated elements for which AdDoc found at least one reference in the documentation. The “Found References” column shows the number of references to deprecated or deleted elements that we found between each release (one deprecated element can be mentioned multiple times).

Then, the table shows the number of these references that were indeed pointing to a deprecated element (True Positive), the precision (true positives divided by found references), and the recall computed from a manual inspection (true positives divided by references to deprecated elements). The numbers in parentheses represent the results for the textual search with grep.

Finally, at the end of the table, we show the number of references that had been corrected in one of the next documentation releases (Corrected Ref) and the number of references that had been left unchanged (Not Corrected).

For example, for HttpClient, we found that 13 deprecated elements were referenced in the documentation. AdDoc found 32 references to these 13 elements and the textual search found 38 references. Thirty-three of these references were pointing to a deprecated elements: AdDoc thus missed one reference (1 false negative) and the textual search produced five false positives. Out of these 33 references, 32 had been corrected in the next release of the HttpClient documentation, but one reference had not been corrected. The incorrect reference was identified by both tools.

It is clear from these results that AdDoc can automate the process of finding references to deprecated code elements with a higher accuracy than a simple textual search. Textual search was particularly imprecise when we searched for short and common method names. For example, in Hibernate, searching for “get” yielded 27 results.

Additionally, textual search tools lack the relationships with the codebase, so the user has to manually identify all the deprecated elements first, and then execute the textual search tool for each of the deprecated element.

Finally, we found that the identification of references to deprecated elements can uncover documentation errors that are misleading. For example, in Hibernate, the documentation is still telling readers to call Session.lock() instead of the new Session.buildLockRequest(). Producing these recommendations with AdDoc takes a few seconds.

4.5 Assessment by a Core Contributor

To provide a basic validation of the format and potential usefulness of the recommendations we compute with AdDoc, we contacted the primary author of each of the four projects involved in our evaluation to ask them to assess the recommendations. For our purpose, we estimate that only an expert with a complete and authoritative knowledge of the documentation would be suited to make reliable comments on the value of documentation adaptation recommendations. Specifically, peripheral developers without a deep tie to the documentation could not be expected to be aware of the challenges involved in its creation and maintenance.

Only the core contributor of Joda Time positively replied to our invitation and accepted to review the addition and deletion recommendations. We asked several questions that aimed at answering these three research questions:

1) Would the contributor have followed the recommendations?
2) Did the recommendations match the contributor’s intent?
3) What is the cost of a false positive?

We sent to the Joda Time contributor a list of addition and deletion recommendations. The addition recommendations presented the inferred documentation pattern, the coverage difference, the new code elements to document, and the location where the code elements should be added (more than one location could be displayed if our algorithm returned multiple locations). We also provided the intension that had ranked second as the most representative pattern of the documentation pattern: we wanted to elicit feedback about the accuracy of the intension and not just about the recommended elements. Because the contributor was not rewarded for his evaluation, we found that providing one alternative intension struck the balance between evaluation efficiency and completeness. Figure 5 shows an example of the addition recommendations that we provided to the contributor.

The deletion and deprecation recommendations that we provided presented the code elements that had been deprecated and the locations of these code elements in the documentation.

Because the contributor reviewed the raw results, the evaluation is conservative and provides a lower bound on the accuracy and usefulness of the recommendations.

Correctness and Usefulness. Out of the five addition recommendations that we made for the three releases of Joda Time, the contributor judged that one was correct, two were partially correct, and the last two were false positives, which match our own evaluation. For the two partially correct recommendations: (1) the contributor judged that the pattern was too inclusive (all descendants of BaseChronology), but that some of the pattern elements needed to be documented, and (2) the token inferred by the pattern was the wrong one, but the code elements had to be documented (the pattern was “All methods declared in DateTime ending with the token year”, but the right token according to the contributor was with).

For the 21 (16+5) deletion and deprecation recommendations that we suggested (see Table 5), the contributor judged that they were all correct. The contributor noted that two recommendations identified old documentation
### TABLE 8
Removed and Deprecated Elements Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Deprecated Code Elem.</th>
<th>References Found</th>
<th>True Positive</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Corrected Ref.</th>
<th>Not Corrected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joda 1.0-1.4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16 (16)</td>
<td>16 (16)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda 1.4-1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joda 1.5-1.6.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32 (38)</td>
<td>32 (33)</td>
<td>100% (87%)</td>
<td>97% (100%)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38 (123)</td>
<td>29 (29)</td>
<td>76% (24%)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream 1.0.2-1.1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream 1.1.3-1.2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>50% (20%)</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XStream 1.2.2-1.3.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21 (24)</td>
<td>20 (19)</td>
<td>95% (79%)</td>
<td>100% (95%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>49</strong></td>
<td><strong>114 (211)</strong></td>
<td><strong>103 (103)</strong></td>
<td><strong>90% (49%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>99% (99%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>72</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Recommendation #2**

**Pattern:** All descendants of `BaseChronology`

**Change:** Coverage dropped by 13%: 6 classes were covered (out of 12).
Now there are 17 classes.

**New classes to document in 1.4:**
- org.joda.time.chrono.BasicGJChronology
- org.joda.time.chrono.IslamicChronology
- org.joda.time.chrono.BasicFixedMonthChronology
- org.joda.time.chrono.BasicChronology
- org.joda.time.chrono.EthiopicChronology

**Where to document:**
Each class should be documented in its own page.

**Similar pattern:** All descendants of AssembledChronology (16 classes, 5 new)

1. If you were about to release a new version of Joda Time, would you follow this recommendation and document most of the suggested code elements?
2. Does the documentation pattern match your documentation intent? If not, does the similar documentation pattern match your documentation intent?
3. If this recommendation is incorrect, how much time would it take you to dismiss it? In other words, what is the cost of this false positive?

---

Fig. 5. Example of an Addition recommendation sent to the Joda Time Contributor
We consider that the cost of the false positives is acceptable, given the low number of recommendations and the time it takes to read them and discard the false positives.

4.6 Discussion
We showed in this section how we could use high-level documentation structures and low-level links to produce documentation improvement recommendations when the underlying codebase evolves.

A total of 8981 code elements were introduced in the target codebase between the releases we studied, but only 90 of these code elements were mentioned in the documentation release following the code release. The 46 documentation patterns AdDoc inferred recommended to document 45 of the 90 code elements mentioned in the documentation. Eight of the code elements not covered by our recommendations were part of new documentation patterns while the 37 others were added in isolation and did not seem to be related to any kind of pattern.

It is clear from these numbers that the documentation does not change much compared to the underlying code base and that larger projects are more likely to benefit from these recommendations than smaller ones that have little new code elements and documentation pages to consider.

Our addition recommendations achieved our goal to detect new code elements that were part of existing documentation patterns, but as we found in the evaluation, there will always be code elements that are documented for other reasons that may not lend themselves to be automatically recommended. Moreover, we need to improve these recommendations by putting them into context. For example, some pages and sections are more focussed than others and are more appropriate locations for addition recommendations (e.g., the Period page vs. the User Guide page in Joda Time).

Out of the 114 deletion and deprecation recommendations AdDoc made, 103 were correct and AdDoc only missed one reference to a deprecated code element. Additionally, our recommendations found 31 references to deprecated code elements that were not corrected in the current documentation releases of the four open source projects. When we compared our recommendations with those from a textual search tool (grep), the precision of AdDoc was clearly superior: AdDoc produced 11 false positives against 107 by the textual search tool.

We could complement our deletion and deprecation recommendations with additional recommendations from change detection tools such as SemDiff [11]. SemDiff analyzes the source history of a framework and recommends method replacements when a method is deleted or deprecated between two releases. For example, when we identify the location of a deprecated code element, we could recommend to replace this reference with the replacement element identified by SemDiff.

Adaptive changes are only one type of recommendations that can improve the quality of documentation. As we found out in our qualitative study [2] and confirmed in this section, recommending adaptive changes can be useful in identifying documentation issues, but other strategies are required as well to cover the full spectrum of potential documentation improvements. For example, other recommendations based on what we know about developers needs and learning theory (e.g., presence of examples, task-oriented) would identify other types of issues and would require a different approach to evaluation.

4.7 Threats to Validity
The target systems we evaluated were different than the one we used to devise RecoDoc and AdDoc. Specifically, we manually inspected the Spring Framework code and documentation and we wrote an initial prototype to link code-like terms to code elements and to make recommendations on a few of its releases. We then implemented and evaluated RecoDoc on four target systems and published a paper reporting the results [3]. Finally, we completed the implementation of the current version of AdDoc and evaluated it on the same four target systems as RecoDoc.

Choice of target systems. We selected the same target systems used to evaluate RecoDoc because their documentation format, application domain, size, and usage scenarios vary widely. These differences provide evidence that AdDoc is not constrained to a single type of framework.

The accuracy of the traceability links recovered by RecoDoc directly impacts the ability of AdDoc to infer documentation patterns: incorrect traceability links may result in false positives and missed traceability links may result in false negatives. Having access to a corpus of validated traceability links was essential to independently evaluate the accuracy of AdDoc. RecoDoc makes two assumptions about the documentation: (1) two code-like terms mentioned in close vicinity are more likely to be related than terms mentioned further apart, and (2) methods and fields are unlikely to be mentioned without their declaring type in their context. The second assumption made by RecoDoc matches the Java type system, but would not be directly applicable to other programming languages such as Go and JavaScript that use duck typing or prototypes. The population of systems to which our results are applicable is therefore limited to those built using statically-typed languages with a declarative structure like Java. Within this target population both of the assumptions above are general and can be expressed independently of any project-specific attributes; As such they impose no major constraint on the type of projects for which RecoDoc and AdDoc could function as expected.

Finally, we used the same eight generic intension templates across the four projects, but the intensions were different. For example, an intension template may be “All code elements declared by class c”, but class c
will be different for each project. The generalizability of our approach is thus not limited to specific intentions, but as we mentioned in Section 4.1, we cannot infer documentation patterns that do not match our eight intention templates.

**Evaluation of Documentation Pattern Inference.** Determining whether a section and a documentation pattern discuss the same topic is inherently a subjective, but highly informative assessment. To mitigate investigator bias, we based this assessment on explicit and verifiable criteria (e.g., the presence of a sentence summarizing the topic). Our assessment of each link is publicly available for inspection along with the artifacts we collected for each project. Given the difficulty in recruiting open source contributors and the time required to manually inspect these results, we believe that inspection of the results by the authors represented an appropriate trade-off. Additionally, given that the documentation was intended for users, there is no reason to believe that contributors would be more rigorous or systematic than researchers for this task.

The quantitative results (e.g., number of code patterns detected) are dependent on the accuracy of RecoDoc. We demonstrated that for these four target systems, RecoDoc was highly accurate in linking code-like terms to code elements, but there were still a few errors that likely impacted our results: we may have missed links or inferred erroneous links. During our qualitative assessment of the links, we never encountered a missing or erroneous link.

In our evaluation of the documentation patterns, we did not study recall, i.e., the number of detected links out of the total number of links in a target system release. We wanted to focus our effort on the links we could uncover instead of the links we missed. Additionally, because of the large number of potential links, the cost of computing an oracle would have outweighed its value. In Section 4.3, we studied one aspect of recall by investigating documented changes in a codebase that were not captured by documentation patterns.

**Recommender Evaluation.** To evaluate the precision of our recommendations, we analyzed the evolution of the documentation. Because we used historical data, we can only speculate on why the code elements we recommended were referenced or modified by documentation maintainers and we cannot assess how the documentation maintainers would have used our recommendations. To mitigate this threat, one core contributor of an open source project we studied reviewed our results and confirmed most of our observations.

We evaluated the recall of our recommendations by computing a list of links to code elements that were added between each documentation release and by performing a textual search (grep) to find references to deprecated code elements. The former metric is dependent on the precision of RecoDoc and the latter may miss references with typos (e.g., a deprecated class name starting with a lower case). Given the high precision and recall of RecoDoc and the low number of typos in the documentation of these four projects, we are confident that these were not significant limitation to our evaluation of recall.

Similarly to the evaluation of the documentation pattern inference, the accuracy of the links recovered by RecoDoc impacts the accuracy of AdDoc’s recommendations. The impact is direct for deletion recommendations: a link to a deprecated element missed by RecoDoc would result in a missed deletion recommendation. Addition recommendations are more resilient to RecoDoc accuracy because a documentation pattern involving many code elements would still be inferred if RecoDoc missed a few links.

As it was the case with our previous evaluation studies, the external validity is limited by the documentation standards and practices of the systems we studied. Documentation without regular documentation patterns or systems that do not deprecate or remove code elements between releases would not benefit from our recommendations.

## 5 Related Work

Most of the related work on developer documentation has focused on studying how developers use documentation and on devising techniques to document programs.

**API Documentation.** Magyar described an early attempt to maintain the links between API documentation and code. The tool alerted documentation writers when the documentation of a function was no longer representative of the code (e.g., a parameter was added) and could update the documentation (e.g., by adding a parameter). Nowadays, these functionalities are provided by standard documentation tools such as Javadoc and Doxygen. Zhong and Su proposed an API documentation checker that locates code elements that are deprecated or that do not exist in a codebase. Their approach does not perform any type inference and does no try to link the documentation between two releases of the codebase so they discard (and potentially miss) code elements that their approach cannot resolve.

**Mining Code Examples.** Many documentation techniques rely on mining code examples to infer usage information about libraries and frameworks. For example, SpotWeb mines code examples found on the web to recommend framework hotspots, i.e., classes and methods that are frequently reused. MAPO mines open source repositories and indexes API usage patterns, i.e., sequence of method calls that are frequently invoked together. Then, MAPO recommends code snippets that implement these patterns, based on the programming context of the user. A complete review of such techniques can be found in the survey published by Robillard et al. on API property inference techniques.
Augmenting Existing Documentation. Dekel and Herbsleb devised eMoose, a tool that enables framework developers to annotate the API documentation of a framework to highlight “directives” such as preconditions [17]. When a developer writes code that calls a method with an annotated directive, eMoose highlights the method call in the code editor. Contrary to our technique, the links between the documentation and the API must be encoded manually by the framework developers.

We believe that tools can be useful to complement the documentation, but they cannot replace human-written documentation. As we observed in our qualitative study, some documents are used for marketing purposes so they cannot be generated, and writing documentation introduces a feedback loop that is beneficial for the program’s usability.

Information Retrieval. Many researchers have experimented with the use of information retrieval techniques to recover the links between source code elements and free-text documents. Early attempts include the work of Antoniol et al., who applied two information retrieval techniques, the probabilistic model and the vector space model, to find the page in a reference manual that were related to a class in a target system [18], and the work of Marcus and Maletic, who experimented with latent semantic indexing (LSI) for similar purposes [19]. Information retrieval techniques work best when the entities to be linked can be expressed by several words (e.g., entire documents and complete class definitions), but they cannot be successfully employed to resolve links to elements described by only a few tokens (e.g., method signatures).

Recently, Bacchelli et al., compared both the vector space- and LSI-based information retrieval techniques with a simple pattern-matching approach [20]. They concluded that, for the purpose of linking emails with type-level source code entities, the lightweight approach was consistently superior. Although the pattern-based approach does not suffer from the imprecision of IR-based techniques, it too cannot easily handle fine-grained code elements; these must be scoped within a declaring element, and often have a common name (such as “add”). In contrast, RecoDoc was designed specifically to link single code-like terms to fine-grained elements as accurately as possible. Rigby and Robillard provide a systematic comparison of the three approaches described above with RecoDoc [21, Section 3].

Hipikat is a tool that generates a project memory from a set of coarse-grained artifacts: bug reports, support messages, source code commits, and documents [22]. The tool stores and indexes the artifacts and then determines whether the artifacts are related. Hipikat uses several strategies to recover the links between the artifacts: presence of bug numbers, textual similarity (using a vector space model), similarity of titles, etc. The tool enables developers to query the project memory by returning a set of artifacts related to the query.

Identifying Code Snippets. The need to identify code elements in natural language documents is not recent and several techniques have been devised to this end. One technique and one study have particularly influenced our parsing infrastructure.

Island Grammars is a general technique that enables the identification of structured constructs such as code elements in arbitrary content (e.g., an email message) [23]. The main idea is to separate the content into small recognizable constructs of interest (islands) and everything else (water). Our parser implements a similar approach by first identifying the code snippets (big islands) and then, by identifying the smaller code elements (small islands) in the English paragraphs (water).

Bacchelli et al. compared various techniques to identify code elements and code snippets in email messages and found that lightweight techniques based on regular expressions performed better than information retrieval techniques such as latent semantic indexing and the vector space model [20]. We implemented our documentation and support channel parsers with regular expressions based on the observations of this study.

Inferring Intensions. The addition recommendations that we generate is based on a commonly-used strategy: from a set of discrete elements, an approach tries to infer a structural pattern and reports violations of this pattern.

Examples of such approaches include LSdiff, a tool devised by Kim and Notkin that analyzes change sets to infer structural differences as logic rules [9]. The goal of LSdiff is to produce a logical summary that is easier to understand for software engineers than a textual difference (such as the one produced by the GNU diff tool) or a list of changed code elements. Once a logic rule is inferred, LSdiff can report all violations of this rule. For instance, LSdiff could detect that in a changeset, methods starting with the token “delete” were replaced by methods starting with the token “remove”: all methods starting with “delete” that were not renamed would be reported as an error.

ISIS4J automatically infers a set of intensions from a set of code elements manually selected by a software developer (i.e., a concern’s extension) [8]. As the underlying software system evolves, ISIS4J uses the inferred intensions to augment the concern’s extension with relevant code elements. The intensions supported by ISIS4J are similar to the ones inferred by our documentation analysis tool chain: all descendants of a type, all members declared by a type, etc. As opposed to ISIS4J, we compute intensions based on tokens, but we do not support yet intensions based on callers and accessors.

Natural Language Processing. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and information extraction techniques frequently rely on the context of a term or the distance between two terms to extract relevant relationships [24]. The presence of a term in the context of another term is called a discourse feature. As opposed to our technique,
users of general NLP techniques typically need to train the techniques on a corpus first to develop a reliable classifier for a specialized task.

6 CONCLUSION

Reusing libraries and frameworks is a complex task that requires intimate knowledge about the various features offered by a framework. As frameworks grow in size and complexity, the need for concise but comprehensive documentation increases as well.

We devised a technique that can help documentation maintainers and users by making adaptation recommendations based on the links between the code base and the learning resources of a software development project. We built on our previous work to recover these implicit links, and we proposed algorithms to infer documentation patterns and detect violations of these patterns.

When we executed our approach on the documentation of four open source projects, we found that 82% of the inferred documentation patterns were meaningful, i.e., the intension of the patterns matched the topic of the documentation unit. We then conducted a retrospective analysis on the documentation history of four open source projects and found that at least 50% of all the additions in the documentation could be predicted with documentation patterns. The other additions were either related to documentation patterns that did not exist in previous releases or unrelated to any pattern we could think of.

Finally, our recommendation technique also detected 99% of references to deleted or deprecated elements and found 31 incorrect references in the documentation of four open source projects.
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